
Problem Set 4. Hypothesis Testing and Functional Form

Try all questions marked with a * and bring your answers to the class.

*1. Using the consumption function data, cons.dta, (you can find it in the
R:\Economics\QM2\Data sub-directory or the Ec2203 website) run a regression of
consumption on income.

Calculate and graph the residuals and test the hypothesis that these estimated
residuals are normally distributed.

(To obtain the residuals in Stata type the command
predict <var. name>, resid

after your regression command.

To obtain the Skewness and Kurtosis values type the command

su <var. name>, detail

* 2. Using the data from question 3 in Problem Set 2, run a regression of employment
growth on GDP for the first 10 observations in the data set.

(use the Stata command reg emp gdp if country<11)

Test the hypotheses that the underlying value of the slope is  i) b=1 ii) b=0.5 at the
95 and 99% level and construct 99% confidence intervals for the estimates of the
slope and intercept. Compute (manually) the F values for the test of the goodness
of fit of the model as a whole at the 5% and 1% significance levels. Compare all
your results with those from question 4 in problem set 3.  What do you find?

Do the Chow forecast test of model stability based on a comparison with this
model and that estimated over all 25 observations.

Now run the same regression on the first 24 observations in the data set.
(use the Stata command reg emp gdp if country<25)

Use the Jarque-Bera to test for the normality of the residuals in this regression.
What do you conclude.

Use the estimated coefficients and the actual value of gdp for country 25 to predict
a value of employment growth.

Calculate the standard error of the forecast and the 95% confidence prediction
interval for employment growth in country 25.  How accurate is your prediction?

Turn over



3. Using the employment and gdp data, ps1.dta, (you can find it in the
R:\Economics\QM2\Data sub-directory or on the Ec2203 web site)

Run 

i) a regression of employment growth on the level of gdp growth
ii) a regression of the log of employment growth on the level of gdp

growth

Test the hypothesis that the residual sum of squares are the same in the two
specifications.

Interpret your estimated coefficients in i) and ii)

*4. Read in the data set ps4data.dta
 (from the same R: subdirectory or Course web site  as the other data sets)
This file contains information, among other things, on the hourly pay of 12,098
British employees.

Estimate i) a linear  ii) a log linear (double log) and iii)  a log-lin regression with
hourly pay, (or a transformation) as the dependent variable and age as the right
and side variable.

Interpret your estimated coefficients.
Test for normality of the residuals in each case. Do Box-Cox tests to find which
model gives the best fit.


